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Resonant nature of phonon-induced damping of Rabi oscillations in quantum dots
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Optically controlled coherent dynamics of charge~excitonic! degrees of freedom in a semiconductor quan-
tum dot under the influence of lattice dynamics~phonons! is discussed theoretically. We show that the dynam-
ics of the lattice response in the strongly nonlinear regime is governed by a semiclassical resonance between
the phonon modes and the optically driven dynamics. We stress on the importance of the stability of interme-
diate states for the truly coherent control.
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One of the most challenging proposals exploiting t
atomiclike properties of quantum dots~QD’s!1,2 is to imple-
ment the quantum information processing schemes3,4 using
confined carrier states in these artificial systems. One of
proposed solutions is to use the charge degrees of free
which may be efficiently controlled optically even on su
picosecond scale5–8 which may look promising in view of
the measured 1 ns lifetime of excitons in QD’s.9,10 The first
steps towards this goal include experimental proofs of c
trolled coherent dynamics in these structures,11 observation
of Rabi oscillations,12–16 demonstration of entanglement b
tween states of interacting dots,17 and performing a quantum
logic gate based on a biexciton system in a QD.18

However, the coherent dynamics of quantum confin
carrier states is very sensitive to interaction with the mac
scopic number of degrees of freedom of the outside world
the coherent dynamics involves an excited state of the c
fined exciton11,13,14 the coherence time is limited by relax
ation to the ground state~usually ;30 ps). The measure
signal may further be affected by the particularities of t
detection technique.14 Another approach consists in measu
ing the dot occupation upon driving by pulses with const
length and varying amplitudes.12,15,16 So far, it has always
turned out that such pulse-area-dependent Rabi oscillat
deviate from the ideal ones, the discrepancy being larger
stronger pulses. In principle, this might also be explained
experimental conditions or environmental perturbation: sc
tering by weakly localized excitons around an interface fl
tuation QD~further confirmed by increasing decay for stro
ger pulses!,12 tunneling to leads in the photodiode structu
~on ;10 ps time scale!15, or dipole moment distribution in
the QD ensemble.9

One might believe that all the perturbation comes fro
sources that may be removed or minimized by technol
improvement and by optimizing the experimental conditio
and hence produce no fundamental obstacle to arbitra
perfect quantum control over the excitonic states. Howe
in every case the QD’s are inherently coupled to the s
rounding crystal lattice. The perturbing effect of lattic
modes~phonons! has been observed experimentally as a f
(;1 ps) partial decay of optical polarization induced by
ultrafast laser pulse.9 The theoretical analysis19–21shows that
the experimentally observed effects may be quantitativ
accounted for by invoking the carrier-phonon coupling.
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deed, under suitable excitation conditions in a high-qua
sample the carrier density may be kept low enough to eli
nate Coulomb scattering effects while the coupling to
electromagnetic modes is manifested by the exciton radia
decay on time scales many orders of magnitude longer t
those relevant here. The theory shows that the cohere
decay should be viewed as a trace of coherent lattice dyn
ics ~due to lattice inertia!, persisting even at zero temperatu
when the lattice is initially at its ground state and cann
perturb the stationary ground state of the carrier subsyst
Due to strong reservoir memory on time scales relevant
these processes, they cannot be fully understood within
Markovian approximations. In particular, the idea of a ‘‘d
coherence time,’’ with which the control dynamics compet
is misleading.22

The recent theoretical study23 on optical Rabi flopping of
excitons in QD’s driven by finite-length optical pulses sho
that exponential damping models fail to correctly descr
the system kinetics. The appropriate description yields m
less damping, especially for long pulses. It turns out that
lowest ‘‘quality’’ of the Rabi oscillation is obtained for puls
durations of a few picoseconds, while for longer duratio
the damping is again decreased.

In this paper we propose both qualitative and quantitat
explanation of the mechanism leading to the phonon-indu
damping reported in the theoretical and experimental stud
We show that the carrier-phonon interaction responsible
the damping of the oscillations has a resonant charac
While in the linear limit the system response depends o
on the spectral decomposition of the pulse, the situation
different when a strong pulse induces an oscillating cha
distribution in the system. In a semiclassical picture, t
would act as a driving force for the lattice dynamics. If th
induced carrier dynamics is much faster than phonon os
lations the lattice has no time to react until the optical ex
tation is done. The subsequent dynamics will lead to exci
dressing, accompanied by emission of phonon packets,
will partly destroy coherence of superposition states9,19–21

but cannot change the exciton occupation number. In
opposite limit, the carrier dynamics is slow enough for t
lattice to follow adiabatically. The optical excitation ma
then be stopped at any stage without any lattice relaxa
incurred, hence with no coherence loss. The intermed
case corresponds to modifying the charge distribution in
©2004 The American Physical Society02-1
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QD with frequencies resonant with the lattice modes wh
leads to increased interaction with phonons and to decr
of the carrier coherence~see Ref. 24 for a simple, single
mode model!.

The above ideas are supported by the formal analysi
the following. First, we describe the theoretical method us
then the description is applied to a specific self-assemb
InAs/GaAs quantum dot to get quantitative estimations;
nally, we conclude with some summary and possible con
quences of the results.

Following the earlier studies19,20,25successfully account
ing for the observed carrier dynamics on picosecond t
scales, we describe the system by the rotating wave app
mation Hamiltonian~in the rotating frame!

H5HX1Hph1H int .

Here HX5 f (t)(a1a†) describes the interaction of th
ground-state exciton with the resonant laser pulse modul
by the real envelope functionf (t) (a,a† are excitonic opera-
tors!, Hph5(kvkbk

†bk is the lattice Hamiltonian (bk
† ,bk refer

to the phonon modek whose energy isvk), and

H int5a†a(
k,s

~ f kbk
†1 f k* bk!

is the interaction Hamiltonian (f k are the coupling constant
for the individual phonon modes!. Due to momentum con
servation, only long wavelength phonon modes~compared to
dot size! are effectively coupled.26,27 For the time scales rel
evant here, the damping effect is caused mostly by acou
phonons.23,25 In the calculations, we include deformation
potential coupling to longitudinal acoustical phonons, wh
describes the modification of the band structure due to lat
compression and is different for electrons and holes. Si
no cancellation is involved, its effect depends only wea
on the exact wave-function geometry. We assume that t
sitions to higher states, including possible intervalley tran
tions, are well separated in energy, compared to the spe
characteristics of the dynamics considered here and ma
neglected. Also biexciton transitions are assumed to be el
nated by a suitable polarization choice. Piezoelectric c
pling to acoustic phonons has been shown to be negligib
the electron and hole function overlap19 and is neglected her
~but might contribute if the wave-function geometry is d
ferent!. We have verified that the Fro¨hlich coupling to the
longitudinal optical~LO! phonons is negligible, not only du
to charge cancellation but mostly to large LO phonon f
quencies, compared to the time scales involved.

Initially, the state of the system is described by the den
matrix %5%0^ % l(T), where%0 is the state with no exciton
and% l(T) is the thermal equilibrium of lattice modes at th
temperatureT. The dynamics of the system is calculated
the perturbation expansion of the evolution operator in B
approximation. The lattice degrees of freedom are th
traced out leading to the reduced density matrix for the c
rier subsystem, which contains all the information access
by optical methods. The details of the procedure may
found in Ref. 22. As a result, the reduced density matrix a
time t may be written as%(t)5U(t)(%01%1)U†(t), where
19330
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U(t) is the driven evolution for the unperturbed carrier sy
tem and%1 describes the perturbation to the carrier dynam
coming from phonons. The matrix elements of the latter,
the basis of empty dot (u0&) and one exciton (u1&) states,
may be written as

^0u%1u0&52^1u%1u1&52E
2`

`

dv
R~v!

v2
S00~v!, ~1a!

^0u%1u1&5^1u%1u0&* 52E
2`

`

dv
R~v!

v2
S01~v!. ~1b!

An additional component describing a unitary correctio
e.g., light coupling renormalization and energy shifts, may
canceled by an appropriate modification ofHX ~these effects
may lead, e.g., to intensity dependence of the observed R
frequency23!. The functionR(v) is the spectral density o
the reservoir, fully characterizing the lattice properties at t
order of perturbation treatment, defined as

R~v!5(
k

u f ku2@~nk11!d~v2vk!1nkd~v1vk!#.

It depends on the material parameters and QD size via
coupling constantsf k @see, e.g., Ref. 21 for explicit formu
las#. The functionsS00(v),S01(v) contain the complete in-
formation on the optically controlled carrier dynamics. If w
assume that the final state is measured after a time long c
pared to the phonon oscillation periods, they may be writ
as

S00~v!5 1
4 @sin2a1uKs~v!u2#,

S01~v!5 1
8 @sin 2a12ReKs~v!Kc* ~v!#,

where

Ks~v!5E
s

t

dteivt
d

dt
sin 2F~t!, ~2a!

Kc~v!5E
s

t

dteivt
d

dt
cos 2F~t!, ~2b!

wheres,t are the initial and the final time of the evolution
F(t)5*s

t dt f (t) is the rotation~on the Bloch sphere! per-
formed on the exciton state up to timet, anda is the total
angle of rotation. For a givena, the functions~2a,b! actually
depend only onvtp , wheretp is the pulse duration.

In a typical experiment12,15,16 one measures the averag
dot occupation,^n&5^1u%(`)u1&, after a pulse of fixed
length but variable amplitude. The simulation of such
experiment within the presented model is shown in Fig. 1
Gaussian pulses@tp is the full width at half maximum of the
pulse envelopef (t)]. On the grounds of earlier numerica
calculations,21 we have assumed the exciton ground state
be of nearly product character, with Gaussian electron
hole wave-functions, with in-plane localization widths of 4
nm and 4.0 nm, respectively, and with growth-directi
width of 1 nm ~this corresponds to a dot of roughly 20 n
2-2
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diameter and 4 nm height!. The oscillations are almost pe
fect for very short pulses (;1 ps), then lose their quality fo
longer pulse durations (;10 ps). Although this might be
expected from any simple decoherence model, the strik
feature is that the effect dramatically grows for higher os
lations, despite the fact that the whole process has exa
constant duration. Even more surprising is the improvem
of the quality of oscillations for long pulses (;50 nm)
where, in addition, the first oscillation is nearly perfect.

The formulas~1a,b! quantify the idea of resonance b
tween the induced dynamics and lattice modes: In Fig. 2
phonon spectral density is compared to the nonlinear
quency characteristics of the optically controlled exciton d
namics fortp51 ps~the characteristics for other durations
easily obtained by scaling!. According to Eqs.~1a,b!, the
overlap of these spectral characteristics with the pho
spectral density gives the perturbation of the coherent ca
dynamics.

For growing number of rotationsn, the nonlinear pulse
spectrumS00(v) develops a series of maxima of increasi
strength@Figs. 2~a!, 2~b!, and 2~c!#. The position of the last
and highest maximum corresponds approximately
2pn/tp , in accordance with the semiclassical resona
concept. However, spectral components are also prese
all the frequencies 2pn8/tp , n8,n, which is due to the

FIG. 1. ~a–c! Pulse-area-dependent Rabi oscillations for vario
pulse durationstp as shown in the figure, forT510 K (a is the
rotation angle on the Bloch sphere!. Dotted line shows unperturbe
oscillations.~d! The final QD occupation after twop/2 pulses sepa-
rated by time intervalDt for pulse durations as shown.

FIG. 2. Phonon spectral densityR(v)/v2 ~solid! for
deformation-potential coupling to LA phonons atT510 K and the
nonlinear pulse spectrumS00(v) ~dashed and dotted lines! for tp

51 ps, for rotation anglesa as shown.
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turning on/off of the pulse. It is interesting to note that f
high n, the low-frequency part ofS00(v) does not evolve
with n @Fig. 2~d!#. It is now clear that there are two ways o
minimizing the overlap: either the pulse must be so short t
all the maxima ofS00(v) are pushed to the right into th
exponentially vanishing tail of the reservoir spectral dens
R(v), or the pulse must be very long, to ‘‘squeeze’’ th
spectral function nearv50 and thus reduce its area. In th
latter case, the maxima developing with growing number
oscillations will eventually overlap withR(v) destroying the
coherence.

Although it might seem that speeding up the process is
preferred solution, it is clear that this works only because
high-frequency features are included into the present mo
In reality, speeding up the dynamics is limited, e.g., by t
presence of excited states and nonadiabatically enhance
phonon coupling.28 Moreover, it turns out that the resultin
dynamics, even within this model, is actually not fully c
herent. It has been shown20 that superposition of states cre
ated by an ultrashortp/2 pulse becomes corrupted, preven
ing a second pulse~after some delay timeDt) from
generating the final state of^n&51 with unit efficiency. In
order to prove the fully coherent character of carrier dyna
ics it is necessary to demonstrate the stability of the interm
diate state in a two-pulse experiment. The simulations
such an experiment are shown in Fig. 1~d!. A short pulse
(tp50.1 ps) creates a superposition of bare states~sur-
rounded by nondistorted lattice! which then decohere due t
dressing processes.19,27 As a result, the exciton cannot b
created by the second pulse with unit probability.20 For a
longer pulse (tp51.0 ps), the lattice partly manages to fo
low the evolution of charge distribution during the optic
operation and the destructive effect is smaller. Finally, if t
carrier dynamics is slow compared to the lattice respo
times (tp;10.0 ps), the lattice distortion follows adiabat
cally the changes in the charge distribution and the supe
sition created by the first pulse is an eigenstate of the in
acting carrier-lattice system, hence does not undergo
decoherence and the final effect is the same for any d
time ~its quality limited by decoherence effects during pu
ing!. In fact, splitting thep pulse into two corresponds t
slowing down the carrier dynamics which, in the absence
decoherence during delay time, improves the quality of
final state, as seen in Fig. 1~d!.

The above analysis shows that damping of pulse-a
dependent Rabi oscillations due to interaction with latt
modes is a fundamental effect of non-Markovian characte
is due to a semiclassical resonance between optically
duced confined charge dynamics and lattice modes. The
structive effect may be minimized both by speeding up a
slowing down the dynamics. However, in the former ca
the system passes through unstable~decohering! states.
Moreover, fast operation on a real system induces many
desirable effects: transitions to higher states, biexciton g
eration, or resonant LO phonon dynamics. On the ot
hand, for slow operation, the number of ‘‘good’’ oscillation
is limited. Thus, it is impossible to perform an arbitrary num
ber of fully coherent Rabi oscillations on an exciton confin
in a quantum dot.
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By increasing the pulse duration astp;a2, the phonon
effect on the exciton dynamics may be kept constant. Ho
ever, in this case the achievable number of oscillations
strongly restricted by the exciton lifetime and other~ther-
mally activated! processes. Eliminating the radiative loss
e.g., by using stimulated Raman adiabatic passage inste
a simple optical excitation29 seems to be a promising direc
tion from this point of view.

The model presented above accounts for the decreas
the quality of Rabi oscillations in the short duration ran
observed in the experiment.16 It predicts, however, that this
trend is reversed for longer pulse durations. The quantita
value of 96% for the first maximum of the oscillations wi
tp51 ps agrees very well with the experimental result,15 al-
though the following extrema are much worse in reality th
predicted here. This suggests an increased lattice respon
higher frequencies which may be due to more complica
wave-function geometry30 or electric-field-induced charg
separation leading to strong piezoelectric effects.19 Neverthe-
less, as far as it may be inferred from the experiment,15 the
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decrease of the oscillation quality seems to saturate after
full Rabi rotation, as predicted by the model calculations

In conclusion, we have studied the carrier-lattice dyna
ics for optically induced Rabi oscillations of exciton occup
tion in a quantum dot. We have shown that the lattice
sponse is resonantly driven by a combination of the~linear!
pulse spectrum and the Rabi frequency. This semiclass
interpretation allows one to qualitatively predict the dampi
effect based on the general knowledge of the spectral p
erties of the lattice modes and leads to the conclusion tha
resonant lattice response precludes performing a large n
ber of fully coherent oscillations in this system.
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